Seaport Yard Rules

1. Safety vest must be worn at all times! This includes the 3-lane driveway entrance to the yard. No vest, no service!

2. Closed-toes shoes must be worn at all times! This includes the 3-lane driveway entrance to the yard. No closed-toes shoes, no service!

3. Follow driveway signs at the driveway entrance advising outside carriers to not use the far left lane!

4. Do not get out of your truck when waiting in line (for any reason) until your truck has fully entered the designated safety zone at the front of the inbound truck lanes!

5. Chassis pins and empty containers are only to be unlocked and opened for inspection in the designated safety zone located at the front of the inbound truck lanes!

6. Cell phone/headphone use is prohibited! If you are on a cell phone/headphones, you will not be served!

7. Absolutely no speeding in the yard! Max speed in the yard is 10 km/hr!

8. Obey the crane horn signals!

9. Do not approach or pass behind the crane unless you have been instructed to do so and eye contact has been made!
10. Do not drive or walk under a container when the crane has a container in the air!

11. Absolutely no U-turns!

12. Do not cross the yellow lines marking the gravel areas of the yard! Crossing these yellow lines will result in no service!

13. We practice first-in and first-out service! No cutting lines! If you are caught doing this you will experience significant delays or will not be served!

14. While on Seaport’s property, please observe patience/respect when dealing with Seaport staff/other drivers or you will not be served!

15. After departing Seaport’s yard, absolutely no parking/stopping or speeding in Thomson Terminals on the east side of the building! The speed limit is 10 km/hr!

Any questions, please feel free to call me.

Thank you very much,

Nick Cardin
CY Manager

Driver Name (printed): __________________________________________
Driver Signature: __________________________________________
Date: __________________________________________